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The Challenge
With skeptical buyers saturated by media like never before, IMS needs to make strategic decisions regarding how it presents
itself in order for promotional messages to stand out and reach prospects in a compelling way.  IMS needs attentive,
comprehensive marketing services to: 

Cultivate a unique brand to distinguish itself from its competitors
Analyze what others are doing in the industry to find out what’s working and what’s not, and use that insight to its
fullest advantage
Reach new customers using a combination of online and offline techniques
Launch irresistible new products, developed with marketing in mind from the beginning

Without putting a system in place to assure it reaches new customers using every tool at its disposal,  IMS leaves its long-
term profitability to chance in an overwhelmingly competitive market. 

Our Offer
Here’s what our team will deliver to help IMS manage its brand in a way that builds and strengthens long-term customer
loyalty:

Development of a custom branding strategy to build loyalty and improve competitiveness – A company’s
branding strategy plays an important role since a brand often has more value and longevity than any single product.
However, that branding strategy has to be consistent across marketing, PR and communications channels. Based on
our research and analysis results above, we’ll develop a strategy to target weak spots, strengthen loyalty with
existing customers and expand brand reach to new prospects. We know PHP, we know your industry and we can
help in areas where other teams are struggling.
Implementation of a new branding campaign – The most important part of any branding campaign is putting it
into action. This includes everything from your website and logo, to more minor details like style guides, social media
avatars, business cards, and other stationary. Your presentation needs to be consistent across the board, and your
new brand should be implemented efficiently and systematically so that you will be visible to your customers and new
prospects without losing any recognition.
Media Content – Reach your audience directly and provide your team with materials that will help them grow.
Furthermore, empower your team with team messages on a regular basis.
Technology Update – Stay ahead of the curve technology wise. Let your website work for you. Manage your team,
your time and workflow by using our developers to facilitate time saving processes and platforms.

Breakdown



6 videos per month

Terms and Agreement
IMS is bound to this contract and the terms that follow.

First and foremost, it agrees to not hold Mundesigns liable for any copyright or creative license infringement as Mundesigns
agrees to use, to the best of it's knowledge, copyright free content and that IMS provides and/or requests content that has
been verified to be free of copyright infringement.

Secondly, all content created during this contracts duration is the property of IMS once the contract is finished and paid for to
terms agreed upon. Thirdly, IMS accepts the billing of extra fees per the following schedule:

One phone conference or customer support per week to Mundesigns: no charge
Any extra calls may be subject to billing rate: $25.00 USD per hour with a 1 hour minimum
In-person meetings requests can be made at the following rate: travel expenses (flight, transportation and lodging
billed with proof of purchase) plus $125.00 USD per hour with a 2 hour minimum.
Extra graphical requests are billed at: $65.00 USD per hour at a one hour minimum
Extra development requests (front and backend): $95.00 USD per hour at a one hour minimum

Regardless of the place of signing or acceptance (email confirmation is accepted as well) of this agreement,  IMS agrees that
for purposes of venue, this contract was entered into in CA and any dispute will be litigated or arbitrated in CA.

The agreement contained in this contract constitutes the sole agreement
between IMS and Mundesigns regarding all items included in this agreement.
To accept this agreement please click the following link:
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